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Abstract—Traditional formulation of resource access often leads to un-
fair blocking probabilities among distinct classes of services in multi-rate
loss networks where full sharing polices are adopted. Classes demanding
large amounts of bandwidth have blocking probabilities higher than those
with low requirements. Moreover, wideband classes are also particularly
sensitive to overload in the traffic from other narrowband classes. This pa-
per discusses a strategy of bandwidth reservation in order to improve block-
ing characteristics and overload robustness in multirate loss networks.

Keywords—Multirate loss networks, bandwidth reservation, call block-
ing probabilities.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE analysis of call blocking at a link with distinct capac-
ity requirement classes as well as distinct arrival rates and

holding times is presented in this paper. The determination of
trunk reservation parameters which provide an important mech-
anism to control the relative call blockings to desired levels is
based on asymptotic overload conditions. An unbuffered link
having capacity C which is shared by several distinct service
classes is considered. Calls of each service arrive in a Poisson
stream and request a fixed integral amount of capacity, which
may depend on the service class. An arriving call is blocked
and lost if enough capacity is not available. Otherwise, some
resource amount (equal to the effective bandwidth of the call
class) is allocated for a period equal to the duration of the call.

Quality of service (QoS) is rapidly becoming a feature of
fundamental importance in the increasing wideband networks.
Some of the recently developed services rely upon the ability to
establish communication channels with characteristics that sat-
isfy a given number of parameters (e.g. bandwidth, maximum
jitter, maximum latency) during the data transmission. An effi-
cient approach is to establish a virtual connectionbetween end-
to-end terminals, as native ATM networks do.

From the point of view of dimensioning, if the traffic belong-
ing to an end-to-end connection can be accurately modeled by
an effective bandwidth then a virtual connection behaves as a
circuit-switched connection (like the plain old telephone line
calling) [1], [2], [3], [4]. Therefore, similar procedures can
be used to calculate both the types of networks if one can take
into account the distinct requirements of resources (bandwidth
or number of circuits) for a given requisition. The incoming
traffic can be grouped into a finite number of classes sharing
some common characteristics. The notion of effective band-
width is a useful and practical tool for connection admission
control (CAC) and capacity planning in telecommunication net-
works.
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For a full shared resource environment, exact blocking prob-
abilities calculation can be determined as the classical product
form solution or by the recursion formula proposed by Kaufman
[5] that greatly enhances calculation performance. Approxima-
tions for heavy traffic networks were proposed in [6], [7], [8].
Asymptotic approximations for large networks have been ob-
tained in [9].

All these methods are suitable for network dimensioning
where nominal blocking probabilities are the only parameters
under analysis. However, despite the lower computational re-
quirements of many approximate methods, the accuracy may not
be adequate when used as a part of other network algorithms,
such as Fixed Pointequation system, with noticeable errors. In
addition, the accurate analysis of blocking caused by variations
in offered traffic or overload situations is better achieved through
exact methods, provided that the numerical complexity remains
tractable.

In this paper, a strategy of resources reservation is proposed
in order to influence call blocking probabilities and their de-
pendence on traffic variation. Trunk reservation is a technique
commonly used in circuit-switched networks to prevent perfor-
mance degradation under overload conditions. The usage of
trunk reservation in multi-rate systems has been often discussed
in literature [10],[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], but two correlated
main problems are not well solved yet: exact blocking probabili-
ties computation (there are only approximations); and obtaining
a simple procedure for dimensioning the reservation capacity.

As shown in this paper, a simple strategy based on Kaufman’s
formula, and a reservation heuristic provide an effective method
for network link dimensioning. The quality of the protection
against overload can be validated by the product form calcula-
tion in order to check the efficacy of the heuristic proposed.

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows:
In section 2 the full sharing results are refreshed; then the dimen-
sioning strategy is proposed in section 3 and its performance is
illustrated by some examples; the conclusion section closes the
paper.

II. FULL SHARING STRATEGY

A multirate linkcontains a finite number C of unbuffered re-
sources (circuits or basic bandwidth units) available, which are
shared among k distinct classes. Calls of each class arrive in
a Poissonian stream and require a fixed, integer amount of re-
sources, which in turn may depend on the service class. An
arriving call is blocked and lost if there is not enough available
resources at the arrival time. Otherwise, the call requirements
is held for the duration of the call. Therefore, the parameters
defining each class are: the mean arrival rate λi; the mean hold-
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ing time 1/µi and the resource requirements ci, for i = 1, . . . , k.
The nominal traffic load of each class is defined by the quantity

āi =
λi

µi
; i = 1, . . . , k (1)

The link states can be described by the vector n =
[n1, · · · , nk], where ni denotes the number of requisitions under
service for the class i. Also, a k-dimensional set denominated Ω
will contain all possible vector states, provided that the follow-
ing assumptions are made:
• the arrivals are independent of the state of the system and the
arrival process is Poissonian;
• blocked calls are cleared;
• the Laplace transform of the service time distribution for each
class exists;
• the departures are never blocked, i.e. the space of allowed
states Ω is coordinate convex (if n ∈ Ω and ni > 0, then n−ei ∈
Ω, where ei contains 1 in position i and 0 elsewhere).

Kaufman�s formula

An efficient recursive procedure was proposed by Kaufman
[5] to calculate the blocking on a multi-rate environment where
distinct service classes share a common link without any reser-
vation. The solution of the model is based on a mapping from
the k-dimensional state space Ω into a unidimensional state
space producing the state probabilities

Pj = P̃j

(
C∑

m=0

P̃m

)−1

(2)

where P̃j are the unnormalized probabilities satisfying the re-
cursive algorithm

P̃m =




0 ; m < 0
1 ; m = 0
1
m

k∑
i=1

āi ci P̃m−ci
; 0 < m ≤ C

(3)

The blocking probabilities for the service classes are

Bi =
C∑

m=C−ci+1

Pm ; i = 1, . . . , k (4)

The equations (2), (3) and (4) are summarized by the Kauf-
man’s formula (sometimes named it Multirate Erlang-B for-
mula)

B = K(a, c, C) (5)

where a is the load traffic vector, c is the effective band units
vector, C is the link capacity and B is the blocking probability
vector.

The complexity of the Kaufman’s formula computation is
O(kC) [16] and its computation efficiency has been improved
by some papers in the literature [17]. Note that the Kaufman’s
formula is the very known Erlang’s B formula if one single class
of traffic is offered to the link.

For the ordered service classes it can be shown from equation
(4) that the blocking probabilities satisfy

c1 > · · · > ck ⇒ B1 > · · · > Bk (6)

The blocking experienced by the low bandwidth classes are
smaller than that experienced by the high bandwidth classes.
Figure 1 illustrates the full sharing policy unfairness for an ex-
ample with three service classes, whose parameters are shown in
Table I. Note in Figure 1 that the class with the highest blocking
probability is the one with the largest bandwidth requirement.

By means of the Kaufman’s formula it is possible to calculate
a link capacity where every class blocking probability remains
bellow a given threshold. If a superior limit of 2% blocking is
specified for all the three classes, then it will take a capacity of at
least C = 58 bandwidth units. The resulting nominal blocking
probabilities for this capacity are B1 = 1.75%, B2 = 0.71%,
and B3 = 0.32%

TABLE I

THE PARAMETERS FOR AN EXEMPLE WITH THREE SERVICE CLASSES.

Class ci ai

1 4 3.0
2 2 6.0
3 1 12.0

50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70
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Fig. 1. Blocking probabilities as function of the link capacity.

Additionally, a full sharing policy for link access disturbs
more severely the largest bandwidth class when the system is
under overload conditions. To analyse the link performance un-
der overload conditions, consider the traffic for each class ai

defined as:
ai = āi(1 + αvi) (7)

where āi is the nominal value of the traffic; vi is equal to 1 if the
i-class is overloaded and is zero otherwise; and α is a variable
ranging from 0 to the maximum expected overload.

Figure 2 shows the class blocking probabilities as a func-
tion of overload in the traffic of the classes 2 and 3, that is,
v = [0 1 1]. The total number of available resources is C = 58.
Note that B1 (upper curve) grows faster than the others, even
though its own traffic remains stationary at the nominal value.
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An increase of 50%, for instance, in offered traffics 2 and 3
would result B1 = 12.0%, B2 = 5.5%, and B3 = 2.6%.
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Fig. 2. Blocking probabilities as function of the traffic overload v = [0 1 1]
(link capacity C = 58).

Overload impact on class 1 (the largest bandwidth class) is
even worse if all traffics are overloaded, as suggested in Fig-
ure 3 for the same number of resources C = 58. In this case,
an overload of 50% on every class would produce B1 = 20%,
B2 = 9.7%, and B3 = 4.7%. To overcome this problem a sim-
ple reservation strategy is proposed to protect the largest band-
width class.
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Fig. 3. Blocking probabilities as function of the traffic overload v = [1 1 1]
(All classes).

III. RESERVATION STRATEGY

In order to influence the call blocking probabilities and their
dependence on traffic variation, the capacity C and the reserva-
tion R1 are computed by the simple algorithm described below.

First step: For a given specified (nominal) bound vector B̄,
compute C by 


min C

K(a, c, C) ≤ B̄
(8)

where the inequality applies simultaneously for all the entries of
the vectors.

Second step: For a given asymptotic specified bound b̄1 over
the blocking probability B1 on extremely overloading condi-
tions for all classes, except class 1, compute R1 by


min R1

K(a1, c1, R1) ≤ b̄1

(9)

The following procedure solves both the steps of the proposed
algorithm with minor modifications in the procedure for the sec-
ond step.

procedure unidimensionalsearch;
{

let
CM ← upper bound forC
Cm ← lower bound forC

while CM − Cm > 1
{

let C ←
⌊

CM + Cm

2

⌋

if K(a, c, C) > B̄
then CM ← C
else Cm ← C

}
}

where �x� denotes the largest integer lower than x.
The initial lower bound Cm can be evaluated by the sum over

all classes of the carried traffic estimate of each class multiplied
by its bandwidth unit

Cm =
k∑

i=1

ai ci (1 − B̄i) (10)

and the initial upper bound CM by [18]

CM = Cm + max
i=1,...,k

B̄−1
i (11)

A reservation R1 of 20 circuits is obtained when the algorithm
proposed is applied to the example shown in Table I for b̄1 =
12%.

Note that the numerical complexity of the algorithm proposed
for the determination of the capacity C and reservation R1 is
quite low. However, only the asymptotic behavior of the block-
ing probabilities are determined when computing the two steps
of the algorithm. In a synthesis context (planning or dimension-
ing a network) these estimates are generally sufficient.

For a more detailed analysis the resulting blocking probabil-
ities are computed for several distinct load conditions in next
section.

Product Form Solution

Kaufman’s formula does not work properly when circuit
reservation is used; actually, the exact computation of the block-
ing probabilities becomes a very hard problem that can be solved
only for a small number of particular reservation strategies.
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If the access strategy to the link resources (including reserva-
tion or not) has bidirectional transitions between all neighboring
states in Ω then the Markovian equilibrium equations have the
local balance property [19] (see the appendix).

This condition excludes several reservation policies in which
symmetry of transition is violated for some states. Access
strategies that preserve such symmetry include static reserva-
tion where at leastRi resources are segregated for a class i and
the remaining C0 resources are shared among all classes. The at
leastreservation strategies can be defined by

Ω =




0 ≤
k∑

i=1

nici ≤ C =
k∑

i=1

Ri + C0

0 ≤ nici ≤ Ri + C0 ; i = 1, · · · , k

(12)

Note that the algorithm proposed is a particular case of the at
leaststrategy and thus it has the local balance property. The lo-
cal balance property allows the determination of the states prob-
abilities via the Product Theorem ([20], [21]) as

Pn =
k∏

i=1

ani
i

ni!
· G−1(Ω) (13)

with

G(Ω) =
∑
n∈Ω

(
k∏

i=1

ani
i

ni!

)
(14)

and

Bi =
G(ΩB

i )
G(Ω)

(15)

where ΩB
i ⊂ Ω denotes the set of blocking states for each class.

The numerical complexity of the Product Theorem method is
O(Ck) [16], which limits its use to systems containing only few
classes.

Figure 4 shows the class blocking probabilities as a function
of overload traffic v = [0 1 1] of the classes 2 and 3 in the
same link with capacity C = 58 resource units. The nominal
blocking probabilities become B1 = 1.6%, B2 = 1.8%, and
B3 = 0.75% which means that reservation produces a slight
change in the original full sharing condition. In counterpart,
under overload conditions the B1 curve grows only moderately
compared with the values obtained in Figure 2. For instance, an
increase of 50% in both traffics 2 and 3 produces B1 = 5.5%,
B2 = 15%, and B3 = 5.5%.

This reservation strategy has proper behavior when all traffics
are simultaneously overloaded (that is v = [1 1 1]), as shown in
Figure 5. Note that all curves increase similarly.

The reservation strategy does not impose severe penalties on
the remaining traffics if only the largest bandwidth traffic is
overloaded, as shown in Figure 6.

IV. CONCLUSION

A methodology for the computation of both the capacity and
the reservation in a link receiving multi-rate service classes us-
ing simple numerical operations has been presented. The exact
blocking probabilities under several traffic overload scenarios
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Fig. 4. Blocking probabilities as function of the traffic overload v = [0 1 1]
(C = 58, R1 = 20).
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Fig. 5. Blocking probabilities as function of the traffic overload v = [1 1 1]
(C = 58, R1 = 20).

was computed via the Product Theorem methodology. Experi-
ences with case studies have shown that the proposed strategy is
a robust and computationally efficient technique for link dimen-
sioning.
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APPENDIX

This appendix presents a brief analysis of two reservation
strategies, at leastand the lastcircuit reservation, to emphasize
the differences between them and to show that it is not possi-
ble to apply the Product Theorem to the last circuit reservation
strategy.

Consider a link with two circuits shared by two Poissonian
traffics of arrival rates λ and β. The λ is the protected traffic and
the β is the intruder one. An accepted call holds a circuit during
a random exponential distributed time with mean µ−1. Blocked
arriving calls are lost and cleared.

The at least one in twostrategy means that at least one circuit
must be reserved to the λ traffic. An arriving call β can seize a
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Fig. 6. Blocking probabilities as function of the traffic overload v = [1 0 0]
(C = 58, R1 = 20).

circuit only if one or both the circuits are free. This situation is
characterized by

C = 2 ; Rλ = 1 ; Rβ = 0 =⇒ C0 = 1 (16)

The set Ω is defined as

Ω = {nλ + nβ ≤ C = 2 ; nλ ≤ Co + Rλ = 2 ;
nβ ≤ Co + Rβ = 1} = {00, 10, 20, 01, 11} (17)

The sets Ωλ (blocking states for the traffic λ) and Ωβ (blocking
states for the traffic β) are giving by

Ωλ = {20, 11} ; Ωβ = Ωλ + {01} (18)

Figure 7 shows the state diagram (the dashed transition applies)
for the at least one circuit in twostrategy. Note that the transi-

00
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Fig. 7. State transition diagram for a link with two circuits: λ is the protected
traffic and β is the intruder traffic.

tions between any two adjacent states exist in both directions.
The Product Theorem (unnormalized probabilities) yields

P̃00 = 1 ; P̃10 = ρ ; P̃01 = ρi ; P̃11 = ρρi ; P̃20 =
ρ2

2
(19)

where ρ = λ/µ and ρi = β/µ. These values can be validated
by solving the Markov equilibrium equations.

The limiting case (β → +∞) yields

lim
ρi→ +∞Bλ =

ρ

1 + ρ
(20)

Note that equation (20) is the Erlang-B formula for one circuit.
The last one circuit in twostrategy means that β traffic never

take the last free circuit no matter how many circuits were taken
by the λ traffic. Figure 7 shows the states transitions for this
strategy (the dashed transition no more applies).

The Ω and Ωλ sets are identical in both strategies. However,
the blocking states for β traffic are now given by

Ωβ = {01, 10, 11, 20} (21)

Due to the nonexistence of bidirectional transitions between any
two adjacent states in Ω, the Product Theorem no longer ap-
plies. The only way to calculate the probabilities is by solving
the Markov equilibrium equations. This solution, in the limiting
case (β → +∞), yields

lim
ρi→ +∞Bλ =

ρ

2 + ρ
(22)

It is important to underline that for the same reservation
threshold the the laststrategy produces a more efficient protec-
tion to the λ traffic than that the at leaststrategy, as seen in
Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. The λ traffic blocking probabilities for β → +∞ (I at least, II the last)
and for β = 0.
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